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Exercise in the Female Life-Cycle in Britain, 1930-1970
2016-07-09

this book examines how adolescence menstruation and pregnancy were experienced or managed by
active women in britain between 1930 and 1970 and how their athletic life styles interacted with
their working lives marriage and motherhood it explores the gendered barriers which have
influenced women s sporting experiences women s lives have always been shaped by the socially and
physically constructed life cycle and this is all the more apparent when we look at female
exercise even self proclaimed sporty women have had to negotiate obstacles at various stages of
their lives to try and maintain their athletic identity so how did women overcome these obstacles
to gain access to exercise in a time when the sportswoman was not an image society was wholly
comfortable with oral history testimony and extensive archival research show how the physically
and socially constructed female life cycle shaped women s experiences of exercise and sport
throughout these decades

Pioneers in Cell Physiology: The Story of Warren and Margaret
Lewis
2022-09-24

this monograph is dedicated to the lives and scientific achievements of the physiology pioneers
warren and margaret lewis their story spans the first half of the 20th century from their
respective educations through early independent research to joint research from 1910 to 1955
among the numerous developments they initiated were the discovery of pinocytosis the beginnings
of video microscopy and the development of the first mammalian tissue cultures their research
expanded the theoretical knowledge of cell structure and function on a more practical level they
advanced many laboratory methods like the first recipes for culture media the text is beautifully
enriched with personal anecdotes about their lives this is the story of two scientific pioneers
in the context of early 20th century biology and physiology it is an inspiration for senior and
aspiring researchers
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Profit and Gift in the Digital Economy
2016-07-07

this book develops a new political economy enabling us to see understand and advocate a diverse
economy beyond capitalism and socialism

National Solar Energy Policy
1979

in this important contribution to the comparative study of legal systems the author examines a
sample of some sixty pre industrial societies from around the world in an attempt to explain why
their legal institutions vary

Law and Economic Organization
1983-12-30

handling children s aggression constructively toward taming human destructiveness shows how to
prevent the development of disturbed aggressive behaviors in children giving caregivers and
educators the tools they need to handle problems in the making so they won t become more
difficult and costly problems to deal with later on

Handling Children's Aggression Constructively
2011-01-06

on the 200th anniversary of the first edition of mary shelley s frankenstein transmedia creatures
presents studies of frankenstein by international scholars from converging disciplines such as
humanities musicology film studies television studies english and digital humanities these
innovative contributions investigate the afterlives of a novel taught in a disparate array of
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courses frankenstein disturbs and transcends boundaries be they political ethical theological
aesthetic and not least of media ensuring its vibrant presence in contemporary popular culture
transmedia creatures highlights how cultural content is redistributed through multiple media
forms and modes of production including user generated ones from below that often appear
synchronously and dismantle and renew established readings of the text while at the same time
incorporating and revitalizing aspects that have always been central to it the authors engage
with concepts value systems and aesthetic moral categories among them the family horror
monstrosity diversity education risk technology the body from a variety of contemporary
approaches and highly original perspectives which yields new connections ultimately frankenstein
as evidenced by this collection is paradoxically enriched by the heteroglossia of preconceptions
misreadings and overreadings that attend it and that reveal the complex interweaving of
perceptions and responses it generates published by bucknell university press distributed
worldwide by rutgers university press

Transmedia Creatures
2018-10-19

the vital synergy between dress and the cinema has been in place since the advent of film
broaching topics such as vampires noir and marie antoinette looks fashion in film uncovers the
way in which the alliance of these two powerhouse industries use myriad cultural influences
shaping narrative national identity and all points in between contributor essays address
international films from early cinema to the present drawing on the classic and the innovative
this abundantly illustrated collection reveals that fashion in conjunction with film must be
understood in a different way from fashion tout simple

Sourcebook for Sundays, Seasons, and Weekdays 2010: The Almanac
for Parish Liturgy
2009

perfect for a weekend break in any season budapest is a destination that offers an abundance of
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attractions cultural historical and natural whether it s snowing or the sun is shining insight
guide explore budapest is the ideal pocket companion for your trip a full colour guide containing
12 easy to follow routes around the city from the vast views of the buda hills to the grandeur of
the palace district inside explore budapest discover the appeal of the hungarian capital from the
historical freedom square and the lavishly decorated opera house to the relaxing bath and spa
facilities found throughout the city experience classic budapest visit buda castle exploring the
delights of central market hall and stroll over the chain bridge to the other side of the city
insight s trademark cultural coverage sets the routes in context with introductions to budapest s
traditional cuisine natural hot spring baths extraordinary buildings and key historical dates our
recommended places to eat and drink are highlighted in each route with even more suggestions in
the directory section which also contains a wealth of useful practical information including a
range of carefully selected accommodation to suit all budgets pull out map with useful plotted
routes evocative photography captures the beauty of this picturesque capital city about insight
guides insight guides has over 40 years experience of publishing high quality visual travel
guides we produce around 400 full colour print guidebooks and maps as well as picture packed
ebooks to meet different travellers needs insight guides unique combination of beautiful travel
photography and focus on history and culture together create a unique visual reference and
planning tool to inspire your next adventure

Fashion in Film
2011-06-28

this wise and optimistic book examines the rampant scandals that plague american corporations
today and shows how companies can reverse the resulting climate of mistrust by seizing the
opportunity to address some of the nation s and the world s most serious problems business can
strengthen its reputation for integrity and service and advance to a new stage of ethical
legitimacy daniel yankelovich a social scientist and an experienced member of the corporate
boardroom describes the toxic convergence of cultural and business trends that has led inexorably
to corporate scandals yet he offers reassurance that opportunity exists for positive change
creative business leaders can advance market capitalism to its next stage of evolution building
upon business norms that simultaneously emphasize the legitimacy of profit making and the
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importance of the care that companies give to employees customers and the larger society the book
asserts that american culture has abandoned its old tradition of enlightened self interest of
doing well by doing good a narrow legalism has taken over i didn t break the law therefore i didn
t do anything wrong yankelovich argues that attempts to deal with such flawed ethical norms by
means of more laws and regulations cannot succeed he offers a series of case histories to show
how and why stewardship ethics can strengthen individuals corporations the nation and the world
economy

Insight Guides Explore Budapest
2017-12-01

in this exciting new study tim meldrum explores the real lives of domestic servants from close
examination of court records and other documentary evidence he has reconstructed the lives of
ordinary domestic servants in london a revealing account of life below the stairs the gendered
nature of domestic service how different members of the household interacted with one another it
makes a valuable contribution to the separate spheres debate

National Directory of Nonprofit Organizations
1999

decoding anorexia is the first and only book to explain anorexia nervosa from a biological point
of view its clear user friendly descriptions of the genetics and neuroscience behind the disorder
is paired with first person descriptions and personal narratives of what biological differences
mean to sufferers author carrie arnold a trained scientist science writer and past sufferer of
anorexia speaks with clinicians researchers parents other family members and sufferers about the
factors that make one vulnerable to anorexia the neurochemistry behind the call of starvation and
why it s so hard to leave anorexia behind she also addresses how environment is still important
and influences behaviors the characteristics of people at high risk for developing anorexia
nervosa why anorexics find starvation rewarding why denial is such a salient feature and how
sufferers can overcome it carrie also includes interviews with key figures in the field who
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explain their work and how it contributes to our understanding of anorexia long thought to be a
psychosocial disease of fickle teens this book alters the way anorexia is understood and treated
and gives patients their doctors and their family members hope

Profit with Honor
2008-10-01

in confessions of a school reformer eminent historian of education larry cuban reflects on nearly
a century of education reforms and his experiences with them as a student educator and
administrator cuban begins his own story in the 1930s when he entered first grade at a pittsburgh
public school the youngest son of russian immigrants who placed great stock in the promises of
education with a keen historian s eye cuban expands his personal narrative to analyze the
overlapping social political and economic movements that have attempted to influence public
schooling in the united states since the beginning of the twentieth century he documents how
education both has and has not been altered by the efforts of the progressive era of the first
half of the twentieth century the civil rights movement of the 1950s through the 1970s and the
standards based school reform movement of the 1980s through today cuban points out how these
dissimilar movements nevertheless shared a belief that school change could promote student
success and also forge a path toward a stronger economy and a more equitable society he relates
the triumphs of these school reform efforts as well as more modest successes and unintended
outcomes interwoven with cuban s evaluations and remembrances are his confessions in which he
accounts for the beliefs he held and later rejected as well as mistakes and areas of weakness
that he has found in his own ideology ultimately cuban remarks with a tempered optimism on what
schools can and cannot do in american democracy

Domestic Service and Gender, 1660-1750
2014-09-11

in this work mark lawrence schrad looks on an oddity of modern history the broad diffusion of
temperance legislation in the early 20th century to make a broad argument about how bad policy
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ideas achieve international success

Decoding Anorexia
2012

experts explore the sources of contemporary terrorism what terrorists want and how the united
states and other countries should respond since the attacks of september 11 2001 scholars and
policy analysts in national security have turned their attention to terrorism considering not
only how to prevent future attacks but also the roots of the problem this book offers some of the
latest research in terrorism studies the contributors examine the sources of contemporary
terrorism discussing the impact of globalization the influence of religious beliefs and the
increasing dissatisfaction felt by the world s powerless they consider the strategies and
motivations of terrorists offering contending perspectives on whether or not terrorists can be
said to achieve their goals explore different responses to the threat of terrorism discussing
such topics as how the united states can work more effectively with its allies and contemplate
the future of al qaida asking if its networked structure is an asset or a liability the essays in
contending with terrorism address some of the central topics in the analysis of contemporary
terrorism they promise to guide future policy and inspire further research into one of most
important security issues of the twenty first century contributors max abrahms daniel byman erica
chenoweth audrey kurth cronin renée de nevers mette eilstrup sangiovanni hillel frisch calvert
jones andrew kydd sean m lynn jones elizabeth mcclellan nicholas miller assaf moghadam michael
mousseau rysia murphy william rose paul staniland robert trager barbara walter dessislava
zagorcheva

Confessions of a School Reformer
2022-10-18

during a time of rapid change in the american jewish community an outstanding group of jewish
scholars and professionals address the critical problems and future prospects of american jewry
they discuss the sharp controversies over feminism and religious language new data on the
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relationship between israelis and american jews and the interaction between family and synagogue
the wide scope of topics provides an understanding of the dynamics shaping the lives of american
jews and their diverse views of the future

The Political Power of Bad Ideas
2010-03-24

the phenomenon of sacred text has undergone radical deconstruction in recent times reflecting how
religion has broken out of its traditional definitions and practices and how current literary
theories have influenced texts inside the religious domain and beyond reading spiritualities
presents both commentary and vivid examples of this evolution engaging with a variety of reading
practices that work with traditional texts and those that extend the notion of text itself the
contributors draw on a range of textual sites such as an interview caribbean literature drama and
jazz women s writings emerging church blogs neopagan websites the reading practices of buddhist
nuns empirical studies on the reading experiences of gujarati christian and post christian women
chicana short stories the mosque cinema modern art and literature these examples open up
understandings of where and how sacred texts are emerging and being reassessed within
contemporary religious and spiritual contexts and make room for readings where the spiritual
resides not only in the textual but in other unexpected places reading spiritualities includes
contributions from graham holderness ursula king michael n jagessar david jasper anthony g reddie
michèle roberts and heather walton to reflect and encourage the interdisciplinary study of sacred
text in the broad arena of the arts and social sciences it offers a unique and well focused
snapshot of the textual constructions and representations of the sacred within the contemporary
religious climate accessible to the general reader as well as more specialist interests of
students and researchers working in the crossover fields of religious theological cultural and
literary studies

Contending with Terrorism
2010-07-09
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with a panoramic sweep across continents and topics early modern improvisations is an
interdisciplinary collection that analyzes the relationship between early modern literature and
history through lenses such as gender ethnicity sexuality religion and politics the book engages
readers interested in texts that range from shakespeare and tudor queens to anglican missionary
work in north america from contemporary feminist television series to ancient greek linguistic
and philosophical concepts from the delicate dance of diplomatic exchange to the instabilities of
illness food insecurity and piracy its range of contributions encourages readers to discover
their own intersections across literary and historical texts a sense of discovery that this
collection s contributors learned from its dedicatee john watkins a major literary and cultural
historian whose work moves effortlessly across geographical temporal and political borders his
work and his personality embody the spirit of creative improvisation that brings new ideas
together allowing texts and figures of history to haunt later eras and encourage new questions
this volume is aimed at scholars and students alike who wish to explore early modern culture and
its reverberations in ways that engage with a world outside the grand narratives and centralized
institutions of power a world that is more provisional less scripted and more improvisational

Imagining the Jewish Future
1992-11-03

the routledge history of loneliness takes a multidisciplinary approach to the history of a modern
emotion exploring its form and development across cultures from the seventeenth century to the
present bringing together thirty scholars from various disciplines including history anthropology
philosophy literature and art history the volume considers how loneliness was represented in art
and literature conceptualised by philosophers and writers and described by people in their
personal narratives it considers loneliness as a feeling so often defined in contrast to
sociability and affective connections particularly attending to loneliness in relation to the
family household and community acknowledging that loneliness is a relatively novel term in
english the book explores its precedents in ideas about solitude melancholy and nostalgia as well
as how it might be considered in cross cultural perspectives with wide appeal to students and
researchers in a variety of subjects including the history of emotions social sciences and
literature this volume brings a critical historical perspective to an emotion with contemporary
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significance

Reading Spiritualities
2016-04-01

what can the life writing of post famine irish immigrants tell us about irish diasporic memory of
memory and the misplaced considers the endurance and nature of irish american memory across the
twentieth century guided by 30 memoirs written between 1900 and 1970 sarah o brien shows the
prevalence of intimate and taboo themes in ordinary immigrants writing such as domestic violence
same sex love and famine induced trauma importantly of memory and the misplaced critiques the
role of the irish landscape as a site of memory and shows how the interiority of the domestic
world has provided irish women with the language needed to reclaim their own lives combining
literary and historical theory of memory and the misplaced highlights voices that have
traditionally been silenced and offers a rare and unexplored collection of primary source
autobiographical texts to better understand the experiences of irish immigrants in the united
states

Early Modern Improvisations
2024-06-03

the editors would like to thank the donner foundation the draeger foundation and the government
of canada for their timely and generous support of this study the study was initiated by the
editors as part of the research program of the center of canadian studies at the paul h nitze
school of advanced international studies the johns hopkins university washington d c and the
emerging affiliated program in north american studies particular appreciation goes to dr barbara
g doran for the final editing of the entire manuscript in addition to the individuals
acknowledged in each of the chapters the editors thank those scholars who helped guide the
project at various times with constructive criticism and discussion tom barnes robert bothwell
reuven brenner david calleo colin campbell benjamin ginsberg judith goldstein peter katzenstein
allan kornberg jonathan lemco seymour martin lipset charles lipson charles pearson richard
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rosecrance and sidney weintraub

The Routledge History of Loneliness
2023-02-28

play thrills danger and excitement

Of Memory and the Misplaced
2024-01-02

immersed in their on demand highly consumptive and disposable lifestyles most urban americans
take for granted the technologies that provide them with potable water remove their trash and
process their wastewater these vital services however are the byproduct of many decades of
development by engineers sanitarians and civic planners in the sanitary city martin v melosi
assembles a comprehensive thoroughly researched and referenced history of sanitary services in
urban america he examines the evolution of water supply sewage systems and solid waste disposal
during three distinct eras the age of miasmas pre 1880 the bacteriological revolution 1880 1945
and the new ecology 1945 to present day originally published in 2000 this abridged edition
includes updated text and bibliographic materials the sanitary city is an essential resource for
those interested in environmental history environmental engineering science and technology urban
studies and public health winner of george perkins marsh prize from the american society for
environmental history urban history association prize for the best book in north american urban
history abel wolman prize from the public works historical society sidney edelstein prize from
the society for the history of technology

The Tocqueville Review
1981

between generations concerns powerful memories that continue to shape the present but in this
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case in almost all families throughout the world what is it that parents pass down to their
children how can we understand the mixture of conscious and unconscious models myths and material
inheritance that are intertwined in both family and individual life stories these questions turn
out to be unexpectedly complicated and answering them has suggested how a life story approach can
provide a new key to research on the dynamics of the family and on social change because culture
is the essence of what makes individual humans into a group the core of human social identity its
continuity is vital cultures are always changing but the stability of languages religions and
cultural habits can be astonishing in contrast to the claims of culture to represent tradition
over centuries stands the sheer brevity of individual human life hence the universal necessity
for transmission between generations exists this edition in the memory and narrative series
brings together contributions from the americas and asia as well as from western and eastern
europe they combine the techniques of life story research with the insights of family therapy
interdisciplinary and intellectually stimulating the volume will appeal to students in many areas
including history sociology literature psychology and anthropology

The Nafta Puzzle
2019-06-21

a major critical work from one of the preeminent voices of science fiction scholarship

Cancer Treatment Reports
1986

this text invites students to pursue a career in sociology entices others to consider advanced
courses and yet serves those who will take but one sociology course this basic textbook for
introduction to sociology can also serve well in courses in american society
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Federal Register
1994-02-11

a lively account of the modern staging of the medieval mystery plays richly illustrated with
stills and other photographs the turn of the last millennium saw a sudden flourishing in the
revival of the medieval mystery plays with a number of different productions being staged across
the country and further afield but why were they staged what features of the plays attracted the
modern day director what can the mystery plays offer today s producers directors participants and
audiences this book seeks to answer these questions beginning with an exploration of the original
staging conditions the study goes on to examine the reasons why the plays are produced today and
through a series of case studies looks at how notions of community identity and space are
articulated within contemporary stagings it considers productions at chester chichester leeds
lichfield lincoln toronto worsbrough and york as well as productions by the royal national
theatre royal shakespeare company and the belgrade theatre coventry importantly the author uses
evidence gleaned from interviews with directors and producers and observation of rehearsals and
performances to bring a fresh and modern perspective to bear richly illustrated katienormington
is professor of drama at royal holloway university of london

The Routledge History Handbook of Gender and the Urban Experience
2017-02-03

the guide to english language reviews of all music recorded on compact discs

The Sanitary City
2008

vivid photographs and beautiful illustrations follow the life of the lion from playful cub to
fierce adult kids will enjoy reading about lions in asia and africa the network of aunts sisters
and cousins in a lion pride cubs and their involvement in the pride s work and play and how they
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learn skills for the hunt

Between Generations
2020-04-29

florence nightingale on society and politics philosophy science education and literature volume 5
in the collected works of florence nightingale is the main source of nightingale s work on the
methodology of social science and her views on social reform here we see how she took her call to
service into practice by first learning how the laws of god s world operate one can then
determine how to intervene for good there is material on medical statistics the census pauperism
and poor law reform the need for income security measures and better housing on crime gender and
the family her comments on a new edition of the dialogues of plato are given with their impact on
the revision of the next edition we see nightingale s condemnation of plato s community of wives
with her stirring approval of love even outside marriage marriage and the family in this volume
also her views on natural science education and literature are reported nightingale was an astute
behind the scenes political activist society and politics publishes much of it for the first time
her correspondence with such leading political figures as queen victoria w e gladstone and j s
mill there are notes and essays on public administration and personal observations on various
members of royalty prime ministers and ministers and indian viceroys nightingale s support of the
vote for women contrary to much in the secondary literature is here shown correspondence and
notes on british general elections from 1834 to 1900 is reported with letters to and for liberal
political candidates and fierce condemnations of conservatives currently volumes 1 to 11 are
available in e book version by subscription or from university and college libraries through the
following vendors canadian electronic library ebrary myilibrary and netlibrary

The Seven Beauties of Science Fiction
2008

the fifth in a series of five histories of the carnegie institution of washington offering an
exciting exploration of a century of scientific discovery
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American Society
1993

this manual ties in with the government s strategy against teenage pregnancy and initiatives from
the royal college of general practitioners and the royal college of nursing it aims to help meet
the health needs of adolescents

Modern Mysteries
2007

the adventures and tribulations of eglantyne jebb founder of save the children and humble
revolutionary winner of the 2007 daily mail biographer s club prize an unconventional biography
of an unconventional woman eglantyne jebb not particularly fond of children herself nevertheless
dedicated her life to establishing save the children and promoting her revolutionary concept of
human rights in this award winning book clare mulley brings to life this brilliant charismatic
and passionate woman whose work took her between drawing rooms and war zones defying convention
and breaking the law eglantyne jebb not only helped save millions of lives she also permanently
changed the way the world treats children

CD Review Digest
1994

featuring the most frequently taught female writers and texts of the early modern period this
companion introduces the reader to the range complexity historical importance and aesthetic merit
of women s writing in britain from 1500 1700 presenting key textual historical and methodological
information the volume exemplifies new and diverse approaches to the study of women s writing the
book is clearly divided into three sections covering how women learnt to write and how their work
was circulated or published how and what women wrote in the places and spaces in which they lived
worked and worshipped and the different kinds of writing women produced from poetry and fiction
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to letters diaries and political prose this structure makes the volume readily adaptable to
course usage the companion is enhanced by an introduction that lays out crucial framework and
critical issues and by chronologies that situate women s writings alongside political and
cultural events

The Life Cycle of a Lion
2002

plan write and revise your essay draft

Florence Nightingale on Society and Politics, Philosophy,
Science, Education and Literature
2006-01-01

Centennial History of the Carnegie Institution of Washington:
Volume 5, The Department of Embryology
2004

Healthcare of Young People
2002
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The Woman Who Saved the Children
2009-03-18

The Cambridge Companion to Early Modern Women's Writing
2009-10-08

Anthem Guide to Essay Writing
2011
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